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Senior Delegation Holds Talks with
Egyptian Foreign Minister

A senior Eritrean delegation

comprising Foreign Minister Osman

the armyworm that has already
ravaged crops in more than 20
Eastern, Central and West African
countries.

The two sides expressed
satisfaction with the progress
of cooperation in the sectors of
fisheries, agriculture, health, energy,
trade and investment. Moreover,
the senior delegations exchanged
views on regional and international
issues of mutual interest to both
countries.

Mr. Tedros further explained
that the armyworm which is
native to the Americas has
already arrived in Africa with the
shipment of maize. He pointed
that the pest has already ravaged
about 300,000 hectares across the
region.

The National Union of Eritrean Women (NUEW) branch in Anseba region organized training of trainers on
health issues.
Women from the sub-zones of Halhal, Keren, Hamelmalo, Habero, Geleb and Elaberet took part in the training
conducted from May 2 to 5.
According to Ms. Amna Hassan, Head of the Union’s branch, the training aimed at raising women awareness
regarding communicable diseases in general and that of HIV/AIDS, TB and malaria in particular.
Underlining that mother safety constitutes family safety, the trainees called for integrated effort on the part of
the society and concerned institutions to combat communicable diseases.

The branch office of Agricultural
Infrastructure in the Central
region indicated that it is exerting
the necessary effort to develop
irrigation farming including fruits
and vegetables and thereby meet
local market demand.
Eng. Abraham Daniel, Head of
the branch office of Agricultural
Infrastructure in the Central
region, stated that over 100 check
dams and water reservoirs have
been constructed and are playing
significant role in meeting water
supply demand in addition
augmenting fruits and vegetable
products.
He pointed out that the
branch office gave focus on the

construction and renovation of
water embankments, check dams
and water reservoirs in 2016/
2017. Accordingly, over 1,200
hectares of fruits and vegetables
have been cultivated.
Eng. Abraham also stated that
the existing check dams and
water reservoirs in the region are
playing vital role in enriching
underground water resource. The
irrigation farming program mainly
focuses on Arberebu and Gulie
areas in the Eastern Escarpment
and that most of the task has
been accomplished. Farmers in
the locality expressed readiness
to reinforce endeavors towards
meeting local market demand.

Prevention of
Armyworms Invasion

Saleh and Presidential Advisor Mr.
Yemane Gebreab held talks in Cairo
on May 6 with Mr. Sameh Shoukri,
Foreign Minister of Egypt.

Training of Trainers in Anseba region

Development of Irrigation
Farming
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The head of the migratory
pests control in the Ministry of
Agriculture, Mr. Tedros Syoum,
said that preparation is underway
across the nation to prevent the
invasion of newly emerging
armyworms.
He indicated that the Ministry,
in cooperation with regional and
international organizations, is
finalizing preparations to control

The uniqueness of the armyworm
is that it proves resistant to most
chemicals survives not only on the
leaves of maize but also tunnels
directly into maize.
According to his disclosure, the
armyworm has not been witnessed
in Eritrea and called on the farming
community to immediately report
to the Agriculture Ministry upon
detecting unique type of pest.

Science College Construction Nearing Finalization
In line with the agreement
concluded
between
the
Governments of Eritrea and the
People’s Republic of China, a
new College of Science is being
constructed at the cost of USD
25 million and that 90% of the
undertakings has been finalized.
The Chinese Civil Engineering
Construction
Corporation
(CCECC) has assumed the task of
constructing the College over an
area of 37,979 sq. meters that will
include administrative and staff
rooms, laboratories, lecture and

meeting halls, class rooms as well
as other educational facilities.
Prof. Gebrehiwet Medhanie,
Vice President of Educational
Affairs at the Eritrean Institute
of Technology, said that
the construction of the new
college attests to the existing
strong partnership between the
Governments of Eritrea and the
People’s Republic of China. The
task is expected to be finalized in
July this year.
Prof.

Gebrehiwet

further

explained that the new Science
College would provide service to
about 6,000 students and has full
infrastructural capacity to embrace
the Colleges of Engineering and
Education within its premises.
Meanwhile, the Commission
of Higher Education pointed out
that the construction of the new
College is part of the overall
endeavors being exerted to provide
wider access to higher education
and that similar plans have been
mapped out to upgrade the other
colleges of higher education.
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The Gash Effect: Aligdher Agro-Project
Natnael Yebio W.
Agriculture is the key sector in most
developing countries. It has a key role
to play in enabling them to accomplish
developmental goals, including selfreliance, growth and equity. Food
production is a fundamental problem
is many developing countries
including Eritrea. The critical need
for increasing food production in
developing countries like Eritrea
is through modern technology.
The government of Eritrea, in its
Macro-Policy gave top priority: “the
improved agricultural production
through development of irrigated
agriculture, and by enhancing
productivity of peasants, pastoralists
and agro- pastoralists”.
Agriculture is the mainstay of
the Eritrean economy because the
majority of its population is engaged
in peasant farming, growing sorghum,
barley, taff, maize, wheat, fruits
and vegetables as food crops, while
producing cotton, coffee, and oil
seeds as industrial crops. Livestock
development, dairy, meat and meat
products, and sea fisheries also play
significant roles in the economy. The
agriculture sector therefore, is the
prime mover in the economy.
Modern
and
commercial
agriculture in Eritrea began with the
advent of Italian colonialism in 1890.
After independence, commercial
farming is being practiced to meet the
consumption demands of the urban
population, to supply local industries
with raw materials, and to generate
foreign exchange reserves. There are
few areas in Eritrea where modern
agriculture is been practiced, they
are: Aligidher, Hagas, Hamalmalo,
Kerkeber, Gerset, Elabered etc.
As mentioned in the earlier part
of the Gash effect, the majority
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of Eritreas are engaged in peasant
farming, growing cereals such as
maize, wheat, fruits and vegetables
as food crops, and producing cotton,
coffee, and oil seeds as industrial
crops. Livestock products such as
dairy, meat, and sea fisheries also
play significant roles in the economy,
eradicating poverty and most of all
ensuing food security.
The current food security challenge
in Eritrea consists of two dimensions:
the first tries to maintain and increase
Eritrea’s ability to meet its national
food requirements, and the second
seeks to eliminate inequalities and
poverty amongst households. Food
security is seen as a fundamental
Right in Eritrea and guarantees its
citizens the right to have access to
sufficient food and water, and that
the state must by legislation and
other measures, within its available
resources, avail to progressive
realization of the right to sufficient
food. As such, the Government of
Eritrea since independence has been
implementing agricultural projects
over the three development regions,
found in the nation mainly in the
South West region of the country. The
community integrated agricultural
schemes that are underway under
the National Crops and livestock
corporation, ensures that food
insecure groups in the country: gain
access to agricultural productive
resources; gain access to income
and job opportunities to enhance
their power to purchase food; are
empowered to eat nutritious and safe
food; have access to state provided
relief measures that may be short
to medium-term and on a sustained
basis, depending on the nature of
given interventions particularly
where the group is unable to access
sufficient food because of disability
or extreme destitute conditions; and
there is a continuous monitoring
and evaluation of food security and
nutrition status in the country.
Currently, two farming systems,
the Integrated Farming Scheme (IFS)
and the traditional farming practice,
exist side by side. The IFS was started

Mr. Dawit Abraha, Manager of the
Agricultural Project
©MOI/Yemane Abraha/April 2017

to develop semi-and commercial rainfed agriculture, mainly in southern
Gash-Barka, considered having the
highest potential for the project.
The aim of IFS is to increase crop
production and incomes through the
use of modern farming practices and
larger land holdings. The government
supports the IFS by granting land
concessions and providing machinery
and fertilizer at cost.
Broad-based
agricultural
development is a key for
transformation in Eritrea. Due to
the agricultural sector’s important
role in the economy and for people’s
incomes, accelerating agricultural
growth is a must for reaching the
government’s food security goals.
Experiences from all successfully
transforming countries suggest that
agricultural growth must be broadbased. In reality, almost all staples
are “self sufficient” products in the
country, and hence their growth has
to match with income growth for
both rural and urban households.
Aligdher agro-industry project is
one of the many agricultural sites
found in the South-West development
region. The Estate with encompasses
three agricultural sites, of Aligidir,
Tesenai, Enjihay; boosting the ability
to produce crops such as - meshela,
taff, maize; fruits like Lemon,
Orange, Mango; Vegetables, Onion,
Berbere, Pumpkins e.t.c
The Manager of the Agricultural
Project, Mr. Dawit Abraha on his
interview, pointed out that the crops
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Local farmers cultivating crops in Aligdher ©MOI/Yemane Abraha/April 2017

are rain fed as well as cultivated
through irrigation owing to the
renovation of the water diversion
canals constructed by the government.
Additional he indicated that 2000
hectares of land have been cultivated
this year only. Furthermore, he said
that the Aligdir Micro Dam plays a
pivotal role in storing water in the
raining season and providing enough
water to the agricultural sites found
in the vicinity throughout the year.
Most of all though, the beneficiaries
of the project in the area are the
community farmers, the farmers are
granted cultivable land through the
raining season of summer and are
able to produce crops, vegetables
and fruits. The aim of the project
is, in sustaining food production
to improve the living conditions
of rural communities by assisting
especially small farmers in enhancing
agricultural productivity and their
incomes and to provide access to
land and employment. The Tesenai,
Enjihai, andAlighder agricultural sites
respectively employ 150, 120 and 60
individuals, who work throughout
the week. The Governments
overall commitments towards the
social upliftment of people in their
communities by benefiting both farm
and non-farm beneficiaries such as
farm workers, household producers,
food garden producers, rural and
micro-entrepreneurs is massive. The
Farmer Support Programme provides
support to promote economic and
market development to sustain
adequate on-farm incomes which
promotes stability, competitiveness,
growth and transformation in the
agricultural sector.
In terms of spatial patterns of
crop production and input use, we
find that, while some crops, such as
Onion, Taff, Mashela, and lemon,
have significant spatial patterns,
some other crops, including maize,
, tomato, Pumpkins, mango and
animal food such as Alpha-Alpha,
Columbus, Wurdi, Jira-Wira, and
Cereals are grown by the three
agriculture camps.
Taking a look at the current
cultivated land in all camps, according
to the managing director, the project
currently boosts 16 hectares of
Onions, 11 hectares of Berbere, 4
hectares of pumpkin and 8 hectares
of taff.
In terms of input into the local
market these agricultural camps this
year alone were able to produce
almost 2000 quintal of Onions, 70
quintal of berbere as well as Lemons,
and oranges that were sent to Cities

like Asmara, Dekemhare, Mendefera,
Massawa and even Assab.
Most
rural
development
programmes which aim to ensure
income generation, implement
important additional objectives
specially the employments of
extension agents and agricultural
experts. This experts and extension
agents help in explaining the interfarm and inter-country differences in
agricultural performance, along with
the more conventional factors such
as availabilities of land and water
resources, inputs, credit, etc.
Thus for Eritrea’s Agricultural
sector to have continuity and
modernity in an ever changing
world, the need to have competent
experts in the field is a needed, more
than any time in the past and as such
the Ministry of Agriculture over the
last quarter century of independence
has been working tremendously
to augment the ever growing
Agricultural sector with certified
Human capital. It is to be noted that
the Ministry of Agriculture over the
last quarter of century has given the
appropriate need of trainings to its
employees. In a factual manner, the
Ministry has given short training
courses to 17,658 personnel’s from
the year 1992 to 2016. More so in the
last 24 years the Ministry also had
given trainings to almost 300,000
farmers, of which 110,000 were
women.
In addition, Eritrea’s Hamelmalo
College of Agriculture is one of the
most vital and active contributors to
this HRD. Accordingly, necessary
reorientation and adjustments have
been made to avoid duplication
across faculties, not only the courses
have been restructured but also
the research programmes have
been revamped and surplus staff
redeployed to enhance efficiency
of inputs and effectiveness of their
output.
As a result of this investment in
locally trained experts, Agricultural
projects like Aligdher are primary
beneficiaries. For instance this
agricultural project within it
encompasses experts in Veterinary
science, Horticulturalists, Irrigation
Engineers, Agronomists, e.t.c all
trained and educated in the country’s
colleges.
Current Project in the region
include a banana plantation which
will begin this year, the pilot project

Continued on page 4
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Synopsis of the Archaeological Findings from the Greater Asmara Area
Abraham Zerai
The 1st millennium B.C. is an
important period to understand
changes in settlement, technology
and economies that gave rise to the
development of complex societies
in various regions of the African
continent. The Horn of Africa saw the
development of extensive highland
agro-pastoralist village communities
as well as elite ritual centers in
highland Eritrea and northern
Ethiopia. The expansion of cultural
exchanges and interaction patterns
during the epoch had significant
impacts on the development of
agro-pastoralism, permanent village
settlement and continuation of ritual
manifestations.
The 1st millennium B.C. witnessed
the culmination of socio-economic
and socio-political patterns and
processes that began earlier around
the 5th millennium. Already
established food production strategies
blossomed into full-fledged intensive
agro-pastoral traditions by the 1st
millennium B.C. Pastoralism was
coupled with intensive cultivation of
domesticated cereals and pulses of
both African and Near Eastern origin.
Stone tool technology was linked
with metal technology as already
established ceramic tradition became
elaborated. The 1st millennium
communities also developed long
established patterns of interaction,
further expanding trade engagement
with people from surrounding
regions. The appearance of new
forms of iconography and material
culture is a testimony, in one way,
of an expansion or intensification
of established contacts with other
peoples of the southern Red Sea.
The elaborate manifestations of
interregional cultural contacts
appear in places like Matara and
Keskese during the 1st millennium
B.C., a time of expanded political
and commercial activity in much of
Africa and the Indian Ocean world.
While continuities are apparent,
therearealsoimportantdiscontinuities
in settlement between the pre-1st
millennium B.C. populations and
the 1st millennium B.C. populations
in northern Horn of Africa. Such
discontinuity is particularly apparent
in the settlements that flourished in
the Asmara Plateau, where sedentary
agro-pastoral communities appear
around or just after 900 B.C. The
absence of pre-1st millennium
cultural layers in the Asmara Plateau
is quite unique in the region. The fact
that the communities settled in areas

and in concentrations not apparent in
the preceding periods had provoked
archaeologists to look into the
evolution of complex communities in
the Horn differently from long-held
assumptions and postulations. Many
interpretations by scholars interested
in the development of complex
societies in the northern Horn are
based on a view that attributes
the development of African social
complexity to foreign influences
and innovations, stressing one way
donor-recipient relations. Near
Eastern societies were portrayed as
bestowing civilizations on African
communities.
Interpretations focusing on external
influences as the primary catalyst
for complex societies and state
development in the Horn of Africa
were not critically assessed prior to
the findings from the Greater Asmara
and this edition of the column will
highlight how ancient 1st millennium
B.C. settled communities in the

bull´s head fashioned out of chipped
and ground stones also united the
communities around ritual and
ideological manifestations. The
objects are commonly scattered over
the central part of the Asmara plateau
between 700-500 B.C.

Fig.1. Excavated household units from Mai Chihot(left) and Sembel(right)
A constellation of settlements
was distributed over much of the
plateau and various excavations at
the sites of Sembel, Ona Gudo, Mai
Husta, Weki Duba, Adi Segdo, Adi
Abieto and Mai Chihot provided
key insights into the variation of
the settlements in the region. The
excavations uncovered architectural
remains and several household units
further providing important evidence
of daily life including diet, economy,
ritual and ideological life, trade and
domestic activities. Two phases

Fig.2. Pottery typical of Greater Asmara Communities from Sembel site
Asmara plateau have helped shape/
change previously held perspectives
of social complexity in this part of
the Horn. The local elements of the
settled communities in the Asmara
plateau are emphasized to show how
they differ from contemporaneous
highland civilization in the northern
Horn.
The highlands around Asmara
supported the earliest settled agropastoral communities known in the
Horn between 800 B.C. and 400
B.C. These communities predate and
are in one way contemporaneous
with 1st millennium B.C. settlements
in central highlands of Eritrea
and northern Ethiopia. The agropastoral settlements that flourished
around Asmara are seen as vital
precursors to the later mid-1st
millennium B.C. urban settlements
in the central highlands of Eritrea at
sites such as Matara, Keskese and
perhaps Qohaito. The demographic
complexity seen at the sites around
Asmara between 800 B.C. - 400
B.C. is an extraordinary period in the
ancient history of the Horn.

of settlement history have been
understood in the Greater Asmara
Area, with both the earlier and later
phases particularly demonstrating
the nature of social organization in
the region.
Dates from the archaeological
sites of Sembel, Mai-Hutsa, Ona
Gudo range from the 9th century
B.C. to the 4th century B.C.
implying the earlier phases of the
settlements can be understood from
these sites. Similarly, radio carbon
dates from Mai Chihot site provide
perspectives on the later phases of
the 1st millennium B.C. settlements
in the Asmara plateau. Dates from
Mai Chihot fall within the spectrum
of 300 B.C. to 220 B.C. and the
interpretation is further corroborated
by the very different material culture
and architecture at the site.
The settlements in general
represent an agro-pastoral society
living in communities of varying
size from scattered homesteads to
villages and small towns with a
high regional population density.

The settlements in the Asmara
Plateau are characterized by few
or little evidence of architectural
features making them distinct from
ceremonial or ritual centers like
Matara and Keskese which flourished
in the mid-1st millennium B.C. The
settlement history, especially in the
main settlement phases is marked by
a high degree of egalitarianism and
thus far with few signs of social or
political differentiation, perhaps a
characteristic that arises partly out of
pastoral roots.
As far as diet is concerned, the
communities relied heavily on
domesticated animals where sheep,
goats and cattle provided the bulk of
the diet. The diet was supplemented
by mammals, domestic chicken
and game birds from the natural
surroundings in sites like Mai Chihot.
Moreover, macro-botanical remains
that were recovered from domestic
food preparation areas point that the
communities were fully agro-pastoral
during the earliest occupation of the
region, planting crops such as emmer,
bread wheat, lentils and linseed early
on, and adding taf towards the mid1st millennium B.C.
The communities that flourished
in the Asmara plateau by the 1st
millennium B.C. also distinctively
developed an extensive network of
gold mining as communities were
located nearby gold mines. Evidence
from Ona Gudo and Weki Duba
reveal the demographic complexity
resultant of the exploitation of the
gold mines. The manufacture of

In conclusion, the claims that
peoples of the highlands of Eritrea
owed their cultural genesis to
interactions with the peoples of
the South Arabian Peninsula of
the Nile basin are not reflected in
the Asmara plateau. The majority
of the communities in the Asmara
Plateau grew in an organic manner
and evidence for monumental
architecture, epigraphic evidence
and specialized funerary ceramics is
virtually lacking. Only towards the
terminal stage of the settlements do
we see instances of differences in
material culture and architecture that
possibly mark social differentiation.
The coming of bronze objects and
beads reveal a change linked to the
rise of elites in settlements like Matara
in the later stages. Such objects were
uncovered from Mai Chihot and
Mai-Temenai and elaborate funerary
treatments reflected in items like
bronze tweezers, bracelets, earrings
as well as beads which may point to
a presence of small elite. Ceramics
from Mai-Temenai show affinities
to Yeha further demonstrating the
rise of elites in the early 4th century
B.C.
Yet, these objects are not manifest
in the majority of settlements in the
Asmara Plateau further compelling
archaeologists to conclude that the 1st
millennium B.C. communities were
urban precursors to the civilizations
which started to flourish in the central
highlands of Eritrea by mid-1st
millennium B.C. The local agency
demonstrated in the settlements
around Asmara also helped critically
envisage the development of social
complexity in the Horn of Africa
during the period, a phenomenon
that for long was ascribed to external
influences.

Fig.3. Bronze artifacts (left) and beads (right) from Mai-Temenai
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Demystifying the Myth
Natnael Yebio W.
The first thing that parents should
know about their new-born baby is
that there is nothing unique about
him or her, said the famous British
wit, Oscar Wilde. We are all mortals
with a preordained measure of
virtues and vices and a propensity
to sin and fall into the level of
animals. Man with all his pomp is
just like the beasts of the field, says
the Good Book.
We look at the Heavens and feel
how tiny we are. In our dreams we
can fly, but just try it on the ground
and Mr. Gravity is there to hurl you
down to your doom irrespective
of your mental or spiritual station.
You may swim like a fish in your
dream, but in real life, biological
constraints dictate that you die of
asphyxiation for not being fitted
with gills.
Man is a paradox of creation in
that he is biologically so helpless
but mentally so mighty; physically
frail, but spiritually strong. This
paradox inherent in him causes
him to think big, to try and project
a larger-than-life image of himself,
to blow himself up out of all
proportion, and to consider himself
as god worthy of worship and
adoration.
Failing this, man tries to project
his own failed image onto people
and events past and present, thereby
making superhuman beings out of
simple mortals like him.
It is therefore this eternal desire
of mortal man to be seen as largerthan-life which is the basis for all our
mythologies and fairy tales. Hence,
we keep on presenting humans as
demi-gods with legendary powers
and superhuman feats. When you
invent your own god, please make
sure that he is at least omnipotent
enough to fight for you in your hours
of extreme fear and trepidation.
Our Eritrean legends Hans Weddi
Zemo, N’gusse Elfu, and Wuba
Ferede are partly the product of
our unfinished dreams. We like to
project, as it were, our inner desire
for grandeur and immortality onto
situations where we have been
made to look too small and too
insignificant to matter at all. We
create the hero and the valiant out
of people who lived and died like

simple mortals like you and me
with their own measure of fear,
trepidation, suspicion, inadequacy
and hopelessness.
Hans Weddi Zemo was a simple
hunter from a remote Eritrean
village. He must have been a
sharpshooter and very daring in
real life. When he went to the
woods to kill an elephant, the
legend says that he saw a white
pachyderm or perhaps the Devil
disguised as an elephant. Although
Hans knelt down, aimed and shot
at the apparition, he didn’t have the
chance to witness what followed
after, but simply fainted and then
passed out. He must have seen the
ugly face of the Evil One.
Today such circumstances
surrounding a sudden death are
simply diagnosed as caused by
intense fright and total shock. But
leave this to man’s fertile mind,
and a simple village story that ends
ignominiously turns in the end into
an epic drama.
The secret behind this is that
somehow Hans’s exploits were able
to catch the people’s imagination,
and all of a sudden he becomes
a superman, killing lions and
serpents. Wait a minute; didn’t he
have a mystical birth? Didn’t he
keep on appearing to people after
his death…….? Why not?
N’gusse Elfu was a shrewd feudal
pretender if ever there was one (was
he our Billy the Kid?). But when he
died, he was posthumously given
a miraculous birth. His spear and
his gun became holy relics. Legend
went as far as saying that he died
for the sins of man, for man’s
treacherous nature and man’s
aversion of the noble and mighty.
Did he kill a lion? Of course! How
about a serpent? You bet.
Wuba Ferede was a simple
courtesan (that’s euphemism for
a prostitute) who solicited money
from the rich and the powerful in
feudal Eritrea. Of course she was
beautiful, but not to the point that,
according to legend, God came
down from heaven to admire her
beauty, which is a bit of a blasphemy
and smarts of Greek mythology.
All these legendary figures had
one thing in common. They were
all beloved by the populace when
they were alive and they died by
the hand of a traitor, a coward, a

scoundrel. When bold and valiant
people are killed by a coward (most
of the time through treachery), they
become instant heroes.
Of course Wuba died a natural
death. But beautiful as she was
beyond description, her senility
must have been taken as a
treacherous killer, in its own right,
destroying her good looks and
giving her a hideous one instead,
long before she breathed her last.
It has been said that old prostitutes
never die but simply fade away.
Harsh realities of life makes man
find a means of escape, leads him
to collective drunkenness or trance.
The lost paradise where man could
do anything he liked was aborted
because of a stupid snake.
The reptilian family of the snake
must have terrorized mankind so
much in the past that every legendary
figure worth his salt killed a snake,
a python or a dragon. This had to
come about and filter down into the
collective unconscious of the race
which felt so small and weak before
colossal mammoths and fearsome
leviathans and yearned for a knight
in shining armor to save the day.
Thus, mankind found its longing
desire in the supermen that it
fashioned itself and in fairy tales
that it imagined. It was a yarn
that was spun over and over for
millennia until it became difficult
to disentangle and to explain.
When some news travels far and
wide in space, it gets distorted on
the way with the final result that
instead of informing, it misinforms.
In the same manner, when a person
with human shortcomings and
simple hopes and fears is very far
removed from us in time and space,
his humaneness disappears and he
assumes a divine or supernatural
aspect, and his sins and shortcomings
fade away as the mind inflates him
out of all proportion by way of
projecting its thirst for might and
grandeur onto him.
By demythologizing people,
however, it is not intended to
belittle their achievements or
disparage their qualities. The
three legendary figures mentioned
above had qualities that simple
human beings sigh for in vain.
These virtues being there, these
people should be seen and judged

in a sober and restrained manner
without undue embellishment and
needless ‘additives’.
All people are not the same.
While some evince superhuman
endurance and steadfastness before
trials and woes, some succumb to
minor problems and lead themselves
and their followers into shame and
ignominy.
What makes men noble or
ignoble should be their actions in
time of crisis, their steadfastness,
their equanimity, generosity, selfsacrifice, altruism, etc. in the hope
of making the world a better place
to live in.
The problem arises as we try to

cover these virtuous souls with all
kinds of adornments, ornamentation
and embellishments. It is then that
we fail to see the forest for the
trees. We fail to see the man for the
embellishments that we surround
him with.
In short, we create a superman,
a legendary figure who with the
passage of time is made to kill a
lion, wrestle with a python and
is made to wear a halo or grow
wings.
In such circumstances, the mortal
shortcomings, weaknesses and
faults that are only too human fade
away to bring forward a story that
never happened or a person that
never was.

The Gash Effect: Aligdher . . .

Continued from page 2

will start with the cultivation of
William Bananas imported from
Qatar. This sector will contribute in
the alleviation of the problem of lack
of production of banana and is hoped
it will supply the Bannan and Tomato
Factory found in the Alebu region.
Furthermore the plantation will creat
more job opportunities for farmers in
the region.
In conclusion, the rehabilitation of
the existing irrigation schemes and

the construction of additional microdams in the region; the continued
expansion of soil and water
conservation programs to protect soil
from degradation; use of fertilizers
and crop rotation methods, adaptation
of modern methods of production;
the assistance of local farmers with
modern machinery better quality
seeds, chemical fertilizers and
pesticides etc.; the harmonious
integration of extension agents and
experts with the local farmers are just
a small portion of what has made the
Aligdher Agro-project a success in
the south-west development region.
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Europe Day, Time of Celebration and Reflection
Mela Ghebremedhin
It’s Friday evening, a windy
and chilly night is about to come
and probably with some rain in
parts of Asmara. The centre of the
capital city becomes busy with
residents enjoying the first hours
of the weekend. Cafes, bars,
restaurants fill up by the hour. The
expat community, PFDJ officials,
ministers, representatives of
civil society groups, invited
guests are also ready to enjoy the
upcoming weekend by attending
the celebration of Europe Day at
Casa Degli Italiani. The Head of
the Delegation of the European
Union in Eritrea, Ambassador
Christian Manahl, accompanied
by his peers, welcomes guests.
Invitees take the time to greet each
other, catch up and engage with
one another. It is time to officially
open the ceremony. People rushed
to the beautiful hall of Casa,
decorated with ancient Italian
ornaments and some features of
Italian colonization and the flags
of Eritrea and the European Union
(EU) standing tall on each side of
the stage.
The event brought stakeholders
under one roof and provided them
with an occasion to discuss, share
and engage with one another
while enjoying the beautiful
sound of Eritrean music at the
hall. Ambassador Manahl, in his
speech, highlights the importance
of Europe Day and gave a
glimpse to the current Eritrea-EU
Cooperation.
Europe celebrated its 60 year
th

anniversary since the signing
of the 1957 Treaty of Rome
on March 25th. Ambassador
Manahl explained how a small
organization of six member
states grew through time and
managed to bring European states
together with the aim to forge
harmony, peace, prosperity and
security on the continent. The
28 members’ strong organization
has allowed the EU to expand its
work throughout the world and
continues to be a “leading global
trading partner”, the Ambassador
adds. Currently, the EU has 139
delegations around the world and
30 operations while the union
continues to be the biggest investor
in development cooperation and
humanitarian assistance.
Cooperation, as a key feature
of the EU, as highlighted in the
speech, reflects more than 20
years of EU-Eritrea partnership.
As one of the first organizations
to set foot in the country in 1995,
the Government of Eritrea and the
EU instantly came into agreement
to work in programs focusing
on reconstruction, rehabilitation
and manpower training under
the 7th European Development
Fund (EDF) known as the main
EU catalyst for development
cooperation
with
African,
Caribbean and Pacific (ACP)
countries (EU 2016). From the 10th
EDF onwards, the focus shifted
towards economic development
rather than rehabilitation.
During
the
ceremony,
Ambassador Manahl explained
how the cooperation of mutual
understanding and a spirit of

partnership was made possible
between the two entities. The
signing of the 11th EDF in January
2016 was the outcome of efforts
from both sides to come into
agreement and designing the
2016-2020 National Indicative
Development Program (NIDP).
The signing of the 11th EDF made
great echoes as the amount is
worth 200 million Euros and the
signing, without doubt, came in
line with Eritrea’s specific needs
and relevance.
On that account, as written in the
30th January 2016 edition of Eritrea
Profile, the agreement concentrates
mainly on energy for powering
growth and in strengthening
national institutions. With €175
million allocated to energy, the
actual overview of activities and
budget allocation bifurcates into
two principle sectors: “energy for
development” and “governance
and public finance management”.
€20 million or about 10% of the
package will be earmarked for
the following: “supporting and
strengthening ministries and
all regional administrations;
establishing a clear, statistical
and data-based system to
assist with ongoing financial
reform; economic planning
designed intently to “encourage
investment, create employment
and reduce migration”. Whereas
about 2.5 percent of funds, or €5
million, will be used towards a
“technical cooperation facility”
(M. Ghebremedhin 2016).

Day to update the audience on the
current situation. In fact, the first
part of the project that amounts
to €90 million is now finalized
and the implementation is keen
to start in October this year. The
main focus is renewable energy
through energy support program
nationwide. The rehabilitation of
electric grid in Asmara is also on
the agenda along with the support
to improve the country’s power
supply by assisting in managing
the shift from solid biofuel energy
towards renewable energy.
The cooperation also support
capacity building in data
management and statistics as well
as financial management. The EU
is also engaged in working with
the Government of Eritrea on the
United Nations Universal Periodic
Review (UPR) recommendations.
Partnering for development
continues
with
discussions
underway to rehabilitate the
railway system in Eritrea as well
as building new ones linking
Eritrea to Sudan.
Europe Day provides also an
opportunity to look at the current

Ambassador Christian Manahl delivering his welcome speech ©Hailab
Tewolde (PolyTech)/May 2017

challenges and reflect on the future
of EU and the world. As such,
Ambassador Manahl stressed the
actual challenges the EU is facing
in terms of economic austerity in
some member states, the issue of
mass migration, the new security
challenges and the rise of populous
movements questioning European
fundamental values while the
world is facing environmental
concerns and climate change.
Ambassador Manahl concludes
by reminding participants that
“security, peace and prosperity
depend more than ever before on
cooperation”.

Tree Planting in Berik

A year later, Ambassador Manahl
takes the opportunity on Europe

Guests listening to Ambassador Christian Manahl, Head of the EU Delegation in Eritrea, in the premises of
Casa Degli Italiani ©Hailab Tewolde (PolyTech)/May 2017

On the occasion of the celebration of Earth Day and Europe Day, the Ministry of Agriculture, the Central Region
Administration along with the Delegation of the European
Union organized a tree planting event held in the outskirts
of Asmara, at the Tsedado Elementary School in Berik subzone (Kushet) on May 8th this year. Ministers, Government
representatives, resident ambassadors and members of the
international community also took part.
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Zara Mining Share Co. is inviting applicants
for the following vacant positions.
Job Title & number
required

Duties &
Responsibilities

Light Vehicle Driver (01)
Drive vehicles as instructed by the Supervisor, and in adherence to site safety policies and
procedures.
Operate company vehicles in a safe manner.
Pick up employees, supplies etc. as directed by the Warehouse Coordinator.
Ensure supplies loaded / unloaded from vehicles are carried out using correct manual
handling techniques.
Transport employees to and from Asmara – Zara – Asmara in a safe manner.
Ensure compliance with site safety policies and procedures at all times.
Ensure vehicle is kept clean and tidy at all times.
Assist with loading and unloading of vehicles including convoy vehicles.
Conduct daily pre-start checks on vehicles.
Maintain a log book for each vehicle recording fuel consumption, the daily trips made, the
speedometer readings, the services undertaken, the tire repairs or tire replacements.
Report any defects with the vehicle to his/her supervisor immediately.
Reports all incidents / accidents /damage to the vehicle.
Perform other related duties as required.

Knowledge & Skill
Requirement

Ability to speak English. Ability to work in culturally diverse working environments. Must
know the national road rules. Must able to repair tires and service vehicles when no tire
repairer person or mechanic is available.

Education

Completion of secondary school.
3rd Grade Eritrean License and above.

Experience
Required

Minimum of 5 years’ experience as a driver.
Knowledge of auto mechanic.

Leadership Experience –
Nature & length of time

Not necessarily needed.

Physical
Requirement

To be able to pass a full Doctor’s examination. To be available to work in accordance with
ZMSC rosters.
General Information and other requirements: Place of work: Koka Gold Mine Site. Occasional assignment to
other locations. Salary: As per Company scale.
Additional Requirement for nationals: Having fulfilled his/her National Service obligations and provide evidence
of a release paper from the Ministry of Defense. Having finished registration and duty performing for the National
Army, and present the release paper or registration card issued by National Army. Provide a Clearance paper
from office of the Eritrean Police and present Medical Certificate from Hospital. Present Clearance paper from the
current/last employer. Only short listed applicants would be considered as potential candidates for an interview.
Application documents will not be returned back to the sender and/or applications should be sent through the
Post Office. Deadline for application: 10 days from the day of publication in the Newspaper.
Address: Please mail your applications to: ZARA MINING SHARE CO. P. O. Box 2393. Asmara, Eritrea.
Note to non-Eritrean applicants: Please send a copy of your application to: Aliens Employment Permit
Affairs P.O. Box 7940 Asmara, Eritrea.
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Zara Mining Share Co. is inviting applicants
for the following vacant positions.
Job Title & number
required

Duties &
Responsibilities

Knowledge & Skill
Requirement

Education
Experience
Required
Unique Requirements/
Other Information

Surveyor (01)
Responsible for maintaining an accurate plan of the mine as a whole and will update maps
of the surface layout to account for surveying the open pit mine workings in order to keep
a record of the mining operation.
Collect data about features of the landscape for engineers, including positioning of objects,
land contours, and materials below earth’s surface.
Measuring process to calculate ore production, in volume or mass units, from the mining
operation.
Survey the volume of the dumps of waste accumulating on the surface of the mining
property.
Use different methods to gather data needed for construction, such as geomechanic and
geomatic surveys, geospatial measurements, and feasibility surveys.
Prepare reports, daily weekly and monthly to senior surveyor.
Advising to engineers about earth’s materials.
Knowledge about safety regulations.
Being able to effectively manage time.
Strong written and spoken communication.
Problem solving skills.
Ability to analyze graphical data.
Teamwork abilities.
Having IT skills.
Knowledge about CAD programs and surveying technology.
Ability to prioritize effectively.
Ability to work with high accuracy levels.
Diploma in Surveying
Relevant surveying experience in an open pit surface mining environment required.
Knowledge of mapping science, geographic information systems and geomatics
Ability to use GPS equipment and other tools.

Physical
Requirement

To be able to pass a full Doctor’s examination. To be available to work in accordance with
ZMSC rosters.
General Information and other requirements: Place of work: Koka Gold Mine Site. Occasional assignment to
other locations. Salary: As per Company scale.
Additional Requirement for nationals: Having fulfilled his/her National Service obligations and provide evidence
of a release paper from the Ministry of Defense. Having finished registration and duty performing for the National
Army, and present the release paper or registration card issued by National Army. Provide a Clearance paper
from office of the Eritrean Police and present Medical Certificate from Hospital. Present Clearance paper from the
current/last employer. Only short listed applicants would be considered as potential candidates for an interview.
Application documents will not be returned back to the sender and/or applications should be sent through the Post
Office. Deadline for application: 10 days from the day of publication in the Newspaper.
Address: Please mail your applications to: ZARA MINING SHARE CO. P. O. Box 2393. Asmara, Eritrea.
Note to Eritrean applicants: Please send a copy of your application to: Aliens Employment Permit Affairs
P.O. Box 7940 Asmara, Eritrea.
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Writing to Reflect Reality

Asmait Futsumbrhan

Q&A today presents Michael Berhe, a famous journalist and writer. Michael’s choice of words and storytelling has earned him numerous fans over the years. He is also known
for inventing strong characters that readers won’t forget. He has managed not only to publish books but made his stories into documentary films as well.

It’s a pleasure to have you
with us Michael.
Thank you for having me, I am
really grateful.
Please introduce yourself to
our readers…
My name is Michael Berhe.
I was born in Asmara in 1962.
For a while I adopted reading as
a hobby. I was actually reading
a lot, so much so that it has
influenced me to pursue writing
as a career. I joined the armed
struggle when I was a young boy.
Soon, I joined the musical groups
at the fields.
Any childhood favorite book?

There are many books I liked.
One is, Nseb Tiaklo Meriet (An
Adequate Land for a Man). It is a
book which has moved me.
After independence…
Soon after independence, I was
assigned to work as a reporter for
Hadas Eritrea newspaper. I had
an investigative column which
raised numerous topics and ideas.
It was a challenging column
as some of the readers and
individuals weren’t comfortable
with the criticisms that the
articles talked about. Then again,
I worked for several years as news
representative at the Northern
Red-sea, for the radio, newspaper
as well as TV. Besides this, I

continued to write short stories
and published books.
Why
short
particular?

stories

in

What I like about short stories
is that you get to show your
abilities of creating a full story
with just few words. There, you
need to have the right choice of
words and characters to tell and
create a great impression on the
readers. It is a challenging section
but I love it. A short story writer
needs to have the ability to grab
the readers’ mind eith the first
paragraph and make a flow of the
story till the end. That way, it is
more enjoyable.
You end your stories in a
twisted ways…
Yes. There are some fans that
get mad at me for not finishing
the stories in expected ways. I
want my ending to be stronger
than my introductions. I want to
take my readers’ minds inside the
story and make an impression of
unforgettable short story.
Most of your characters are
from low- class, any reason
why?
First and foremost I am not
from the high class people. That
could be the reason. But mostly,
I want to relate my stories and
characters to reality. Most of the
time, my stories originated from
the past life I had at the field. The
same goes with my characters.
For example, for one of my
books, Fetawi Seat (The watch
lover), is someone who has great
love for watches but couldn’t get
one since he was a regular soldier.
His dream to wear a watch was
just a dream for him since only
the administrators were allowed
to wear one. After many years his
dream was about to come true, as
he was assigned to be a unit head,

but unfortunately couldn’t find
one. At the end, he was determined
to get one after a battle from the
enemies’ hands, but never made it
alive. This character made a great
impression on readers. He was
unforgettable. So, to get back to
the point, my characters are from
real-life, easy to connect with the
audience.
How many books have you
published over the years?
I have been able to get five
books published. Each book
has a collection of at least ten
short stories. The first book I
published was in 1991. A book I
worked on with a collaboration
of a friend Michael. Although the
book had typing errors besides
many problems, it had positive
reactions response from readers.
In addition, many of my short
stories have been made in to
documentary films and dramas. To
mention a few, General Hussien,
Island Aba Gubae that was based
on true story, and recently Sire
Haraj (a thrift trousers).
Can you tell me about the
Island Aba Gubae?
I do travel a lot, and that way
I find interesting places and
people. Island Aba Guba is a
small island in Eritrea. What is
interesting about this small island
is that only one family resides
there. They live a solitude life,
which is far from the modern one.
The father travels more than three
days journey just to get a pure
drinking water. What is amazing
about them is, when they get sick,
they light up a fire at the beach
and leave sea products such as
fish nails and corals. And the
neighboring island residents come
and leave a bag of medicines and
some other products and take the
sea products. It is an interesting
life they lead there. That is why
I wrote a story about them and it

was made to be a documentary
film.
People found your latest book
cover interesting…
They are right, it is. The cover
is a man carrying a newborn
donkey on his shoulders. Once
again, I saw the old man on my
way to the southern region, I just
took the photo. I asked the man
why he was carrying the donkey
and he told me that his donkey
gave birth on the way. He said
that this donkey was going to
serve him when it grew up but
that day was his turn to do so. I
found it interesting and felt like it
expresses the story in my book.
What do you think of young
Eritrean writers?
I believe that they are doing
a great job. Most of them are
college students and are busy with
studies. However, they manage to
bring great books to the reading
society and I want to encourage
them all to keep doing a good job.
We have numerous great young
writers. I think we should support
them and lead them to the right
directions.
Thank you Michael.
I once again would like to
thank you for inviting me on your
page.

